The CLEAR Program offers enhanced incentives and streamlined engagement to encourage rebuilding to or above the 2019 Building Energy Efficiency Standards (Title 24), including clean, energy-efficient, and resilient design. Rebuilding to or above this standard requires using significantly enhanced building materials and specifications, improving the overall fire rating of the structure.

INCENTIVE PATHWAYS

Customers may choose Option A or B, and can add Option C for a total incentive of up to $17,500.

- **Option A** | CLEAR Rebuild All-Electric Home
  Up to **$12,500** in incentives

- **Option B** | CLEAR Rebuild Dual Fuel Home
  Up to **$7,500** in incentives

- **Option C** | Resiliency — Solar and Battery Storage Option
  Up to **$5,000** in incentives

TO LEARN MORE OR APPLY

We look forward to assisting you with the application process. If you would like to be contacted regarding your project, please email the following information to CLEAR@sce.com or call 1-866-723-2257.

Please provide:
- Your name
- Your email and phone
- Service Account Number
- Address of red-tagged site

Please also indicate if you would like more information about any of these topics:
- Program Eligibility Requirements
- Application Process
- Design Assistance
- General Program Questions

Programs are funded by California utility ratepayers and administered by Southern California Edison under the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission.
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